This essay explores late-night political humor's particular methods and motives. But the first important point is that the riddle's political valence survives the translation. In both the original and the "Leno-ized" form, it is more anti-political than political. It is a cynical attack aimed at the whole notion of political leaders' competence more than a criticism of any particular candidate or set of candidates.
3 The timeless nature of the generic version makes this subtext obvious: the 2004 version is the same as the 1980 version, save for the names. Yet the late-night version is nearly as adaptable.
The particularizing details attached to each candidate (in every election) are intended, not to illuminate differences, but to cancel each other out. Through balanced repetition, distinctions among politicians become as meaningless as the colored shells of M&M candies: underneath it all, they are all the same.
4 Post-election analyses tend to examine the voting behavior of such identifiable blocs as Hispanics, the young, the elderly, "moral values" voters, and "security moms." Arguably though, the pivotal (not to say "decisive") demographic group is the non-voting bloc. Many who eschew the opportunity to exercise the franchise insist that all politicians are alike and all elections pointless. (Many more suspect this but vote anyway.) This phenomenon is usually described as apathy, but mere apathy does not explain the charge implicit in the boat riddle. Not caring is no motivation for laughter; hostility is. Effective tendentious jokes tap into deeply held, if unspoken, convictions. In this case, the apparent conviction is that all politicians are created not only equal, but equally evil.
5 American distrust and hostility toward politics are wellestablished. A Necessary Evil by Garry Wills provides a particularly thorough historical overview of these attitudes. 1 Nor am I the first to point out the anti-political nature of much of American political humor. Still I am not as sanguine as earlier observers about what I see. Charles Schutz wrote approvingly of the "positive negativity" of anti-political humor, while Louis Rubin celebrated as "the Great American Joke" satire aimed at exposing the hopeless gap between America's democratic ideals and its political realities. 2 Both believed anti-political humor could play a democratically constructive role. 6 There is a tradition of critically engaged political humor in America. Although some has attacked particular persons, parties, or ideologies, much has been broadly anti-political. It has expressed a timeless and fundamental contempt for the whole governmental process. Many of Mark Twain's satirical forays and many of H. L. Mencken's sardonic invectives exemplify this approach.
7 Whether the aim is sharpshooter precise or blunderbuss broad, satire -by which I mean wit that is sincerely critical rather than merely dismissive -has always been a minority strain in American political humor. Certainly it is no word for the comedy that Jay Leno, David Letterman, and Conan O'Brien bring to American television viewers night after night. These comedians traffic in humor that is not just anti-political but also pseudo-satirical. For one thing, their nightly assaults on political leaders are carefully "balanced" to avoid the appearance of partisan preference. For another, they avoid any critical engagement with (or against) politics. Instead they favor of a cheerful kind of lazy nihilism. The political satirist points an accusing finger at those he judges to be corrupt, incompetent, or wrong; the anti-political satirist shakes his fist at the powerful, whomever they may be; the pseudo-satirist merely shrugs. The late-night comedians' motto is: we make fun of everybody, and we don't mean any of it.
Stand-up Guys
8 Twain once wrote that "Humor must not professedly teach and it must not professedly preach, but it must do both if it would live forever. And by forever, I mean thirty years." 3 Well, Johnny Carson hosted The Tonight Show for 30 years; and although the thousands of monologues he delivered and tens of thousands of individual jokes he told during those thirty years were individually as short-lived as mayflies, the style, the (anti)political attitude, and the collective gist of those jokes has endured even beyond his tenure. Topical comedy a la Carson has not only comprised the mainstream of televised political comedy, it has permeated other parts of our political discussion. Political cartoonists, who were once characteristically earnest and partisan are now mostly opportunistic, topical jokers: pictorial Lenos. Broadcast and print pundits regularly invoke, reinforce, even occasionally originate the personalized comic tropes that have become staples of late-night humor. 4 9 Political humor in the late-night style is not a countercurrent to the status-quo flow but part of it. George Orwell once wrote that "every joke is a tiny revolution." 5 That characterization, along with the corollary that comedians are rebels or iconoclasts, is simplistic at best. In the case of late-night comedy, it is wrong by 180 degrees.
10 Stand-up comics, particularly those aiming to maintain a viable network audience, are consensus seekers more than they are rabble rousers. They don't succeed through provocation, or by saying things with which a substantial portion of their audience is likely to disagree. Their preferred method is to lead the audience down a short, circuitous, potentially provocative path -only to surprise it in the end by telling it something it already "knows" but might not expect in that particular form. Stand-up is like a magician's trick, minus the magic. The audience is set up to expect something: for example, by the introduction of the Ace of Spades, say, Bill Clinton. Then it is momentarily diverted from the fulfillment of that expectation through misdirection. This is a matter of the comic's or the conjurer's technique. The difference is in the denouement. comedy arise from unearthing unexpected areas of agreement: "I didn't know other people were thinking that, too!"
13 Even though the comedian is obliged to find ways to tell the audience what it already believes, that does not make him the subservient party in the relationship. Stand-up comedy, apart from the occasional heckler (which is not something TV comics usually face) is a one-way conversation. David Marc writes of the "totalitarian imagery" of stand-up. Outfitted with a microphone and a spotlight, a lone figure stands above a crowd: lecturing them, manipulating them, and feeding off their responses. 7 As power trips go, controlling the laughter of a crowd is hard to beat, as any comedian will tell you who has ever had a good night. But a comedian is not a dictator. It is impossible to bully people into genuine laughter, and few comedians could afford to employ goon squads anyway to keep the rabble in line.
14 The comedian is both "above" the crowd and beholden to it. But he also must be one with it. Stand-up's iconography may be totalitarian, but its essence is populist. As Bernard Timberg says, the comedian is neither the audience's slave nor its master but its representative. 8 This is particularly true for the comedian who hosts a nightly network show.
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In an insightful analysis of Johnny Carson's appeal, Timberg describes him as "straddling the worlds of common sense and show business." 9 The late-night host is something of a double agent: he can go toe-to-toe with the elite denizens of Hollywood or Washington, DC; yet he is also "one of us," a civilian, a commoner. "Though clearly a star receiving celebrity treatment, he does not place himself above the audience nor beneath them as a fool or comic butt of jokes," writes Timberg. 17 Taking into account such interesting though short-lived exceptions as Joey Bishop, Arsenio Hall, and Joan Rivers, the normative straight, white, goyische male-ness of late-night hosts is part of a story familiar to historians of television in particular and American popular culture in general. It is a story of exclusion and excuses: our southern affiliates will never go for this; she's funny, but she's not "relatable;" he makes our advertisers nervous. This is perhaps an appropriate point to explain that I use the pronoun "he" throughout, not from insensitivity, but to acknowledge the salient fact that late-night has remained a white-male bastion. Television may have finally discovered the commercial benefits of diversity in prime time, and Oprah Winfrey may have become the most successful talk-show host of all time. Nonetheless the ability to operate from a narrowly normative base may remain a particularly important prerequisite for the late-night host.
18 Dave and Jay, and Johnny before them, are all -in show-biz lingo -"personalities." In another, crucial sense, however, they are better described as non-personalities. Offstage, Carson was known for being unknowable. Kenneth Tynan compared him to "an elaborately wired security system." 11 Journalistic accounts invariably termed him "aloof" or "intensely private." Letterman seems to be practically a hermit: he will now admit to having a son, but he has rarely mentioned the child's mother on the air by name -none of our business, apparently. Leno does not seem as aloof, but he's a manic workaholic who doesn't seem to have much of an off-stage life either.
Timberg and a number of journalists who have written about
Carson describe him as a descendent of the Yankee characters who appeared in joke books and on the 19th-century stage. Indeed Constance Rourke's American Humor description of this icon fits his television descendant pretty well. The Yankee is a variant of the "wise fool." His regional origins are less important than his character. A country bumpkin, he never fails to get the better of his more "sophisticated" foils. 
Both Sides Now
21 The hosts' rationale for maintaining a politically disinterested pose is fairly obvious. As Jay Leno puts it, as soon as you declare your support for one party or the other, "you've lost half the crowd already." 13 Although numbers compiled by the Center for Media and Public Affairs show that the jokes about Republicans and Democrats are not in perfect balance from month to month, the hosts plainly make a conscious effort to say nearly as many disparaging things about one party or candidate as the other.
22 In this, the late-night comics follow the paradigm of journalistic "objectivity," which is more accurately described as "evenhandedness." It works like this: if candidate A lied about the weapons of mass destruction, the missile gap, or what-have-you, we'd better find a way to say that candidate B hasn't been completely forthcoming either, even if he only lied about how much he pays for his haircuts. Of course, politicians and political operatives understand these rules and know how to exploit them to maximum advantage. Whenever "answers" are a matter of political argument, the journalist is obliged to report what the flacks on each side say, while drawing no conclusions about who, if anybody, is right. Conflicting evaluations are thus presented to the viewers in the manner of a multiple-choice question: "Two plus two? Democrats say the answer is three. Republicans insist it is five." Every debatable issue ends in a stalemate of dueling claims, and every story ends with an ellipsis: "Whatever the sum eventually agreed, one thing remains certain: this dispute will not be resolved any time soon."
23 The "Leno-ized" version of the boat riddle is a comedic illustration of this principle: it is evenhanded, because it says something bad about all three candidates. In monologues, the usual balance is achieved cumulatively, over the course of several jokes. Yet the comedic version of "objectivity" is more satisfying than the journalistic variety in one respect. Current journalistic practice dictates that facts (and increasingly, alleged facts) be presented with an eye toward "balance" (as if every politically troublesome truth has an equal and opposite countertruth), but without rendering the judgment that comedy punches home.
24 Journalistic evaluation can only go so far. Reporters are allowed to gather facts, and to place these facts -or "factors," metaphorically -into something resembling an equation. At this point, though, they are supposed to get out of the way and let us do the math. A reporter may, for instance, present evidence of some presidential misdeed: the Nixon tapes, the George H. W. Bush participation in the arms-for-hostages deals of the Iran-Contra Affair, the stained dress of Monica Lewinsky. Then the reporter must add the president's denials: "I am not a crook." "There was no quid pro quo." "I did not have sexual relations with that woman!" But the reporter may not conclude bluntly that the president is lying. Visiting Jefferson Davis (who affords Ward a "quite perlite" reception) after the conflict has begun, Ward is careful not to be too harsh:
"J. Davis, there's your grate mistaik. Many of us was your sincere frends, and thought certin parties amung us was fussin about you and meddlin with your consarns intirely too much. But J. Davis, the minit you fire a gun at the piece of dry-goods called the StarSpangled banner, the North gits up and rises en massy, in defence of that banner. Not agin you as individooals -not agin the South even -but to save the flag." 26 Ward demonstrates the same kind of apolitical, "just-kidding" harmlessness that allows Leno and Letterman to joke about Politician A and Politician B without appearing to be for or against either one. That it is "all in fun" is confirmed when both are welcomed, after months or years of nightly mockery, as the shows' guests.
34 By contrast, Nasby would not have cozied up to Lincoln any more than Locke would have embraced Mrs. Davis. The crucial difference between Ward and Nasby, between the pseudo and genuine satirist, is not a matter of ideology but of conviction. In addition to his comic work as Nasby, Locke was prolific as a "serious" writer and lecturer. Whether speaking as Nasby or as himself, though, Locke was always the rhetorician: trying to advance a particular point of view. Browne, like "Artemus Ward," was a showman: he hed no politics. Thus the two might be regarded as representing the divergence of satire and pseudosatire. Nasby is an ancestor to Garry Trudeau and (arguably) Jon Stewart; Artemus Ward is the nineteenth-century equivalent of Carson, Leno, Letterman, and O'Brien.
The Personal, the Political, and the Laughable 35 "The personal is political" is a familiar slogan that arose from second-wave feminism in the 1970s. But it could just as aptly serve as the slogan for late-night political comedy, where the overwhelming majority of punchlines target personalities rather than issues or ideologies. As the so-called "character issue" has become more central to political discussion, the pitch, as it were, has drifted right into the comedians' wheelhouse. For the comic is, and has always been, personal.
36 But this is true only in a narrow, specific sense. What passes for "the personal" in comedy is not true human character, but a social cartoon. The caricatures of politicians in late-night jokes are not sufficiently complex to do justice even to so allegedly uncomplicated a figure as George W. Bush. To the extent that comedy's focus on personalities can influence in turn the wider political discourse, the flattening of complex persons into twodimensional cartoons is probably its most profound effect.
37 Henri Bergson provided a good explanation of comedy's impersonal attention to persons. He observed, to begin with, that sympathy and laughter cannot coexist for the same object in the same moment. To laugh at another's misfortune or pain, we may experience a "momentary anesthesia of the heart," forgetting -for that crucial, comic instant -the likely inclination to empathize with another human being. 27 38 To trip this switch, comedy tricks us into momentarily perceiving the target of laughter as not human. Comedy makes the object of laughter into exactly that: an "object." In Bergson's formulation, human beings become laughable (or laugh-at-able) only when they lose their organic, vital flexibility: only when they become, in effect, more thing than being. Physical comedy provides especially clear illustrations of this principle: an acrobatic leap into the absurd allows us to laugh at Buster Keaton turned into a rolling boulder, Oliver Hardy into a human cannonball, or even Wile E.
Coyote into an accordion -without our necessarily being sadistic.
Bergson's juxtaposition of mechanical rigidity against what he called élan vital accounts for other kinds of inflexibility: the ideé fixee, the doctrinaire stubbornness of the ideologue. That can perform a similar "dehumanizing" in the service of rendering a fellow-being laughable. 39 Bergson went on to observe that comic characters also tend to be two-dimensional "types" rather than recognizably complex individuals. This can perform a more subtle translation of beinginto-thing than Coyote-into-accordion, although the same principle applies. Tragic heroes, by contrast, are fully human because they are highly particularized. We have to know them well enough to care about them, almost as if they are our acquaintances in flesh and blood. As Bergson points out, "Nothing could be more unique than the character of Hamlet. Though he may resemble other men in some respects, it is clearly not on that account that he interests us most. But he is universally accepted and regarded as a living character. In this sense only is he universally true." 28 We come to know Hamlet only over the course of the play; comic characters' universality is of a different order. We recognize the types represented by Harlequin, Falstaff, or Chaplin's Tramp almost from the moment we lay eyes on them. The distinction is apparent, Bergson noted, even in the manner in which tragic and comic characters are referenced: "We say 'a Tartuffe,' but we should never say 'a Phedre,'" or presumably, "a Hamlet." 29 Tragedy is intimate and specific; comedy is public and general, its truths widely applicable.
40 Of course, the politicians who are the butts of late-night comics' jokes are real, living, fully dimensioned individuals. But the people in the jokes, though they have the same names, are impostors. They are caricatured, mechanized, android versions of the real things. They are defined with a reductive handful of perfectly consistent traits. Each is as reliably quantifiable as a mathematical constant: Bill Clinton = horny hillbilly, Bob Dole = cranky geezer, etc. These characterizations are more specifically tailored than Bergson would suggest: Bob Dole is not just a Bob Dole, George W. Bush is not merely "dumb" in precisely the same way as Dan Quayle, and Democratic party-boys Bill Clinton and Ted Kennedy are not exactly interchangeable.
41 The reductive logic of comic typing comes into play nonetheless. Veteran Letterman writer Gerard Mulligan explained to the New York Times Magazine's Marshall Sella that this method "goes back to Aristophanes, the pure interplay of streamlined comic attributes: The Phlegmatic Man, the Choleric Man, the Melancholic. Most comedy is based on reducing somebody to one or two basic characteristics and ignoring the rest," Mulligan says. "We're not trying to catch complexities." 30 In fact, the late-night comedians aim to obliterate complications: their reductive, "flattening" approach to personality is a comic prerequisite. It is also central to the question of late-night comedy's influence on larger political discourses.
Film at 11:00, Jokes at 11:30
42 Most public speculation about late-night's influence centers on a notion I call the "usurper premise." During the past few election cycles, surveys conducted by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press have suggested that a sizable percentage of Americans -in the 2004 poll, 28% of all viewers and 61% of those under the age of 30 -get some of their political news from latenight comedy shows. Every time this survey is repeated, it creates a flurry of stories in the media, which almost invariably take these findings as proof that the American public is looking for news in all the wrong places. The usurper interpretation suggests that the fourth-estate role which rightfully belongs to the "serious" journalistic establishment is gradually being eclipsed by the creeping ha-gemony of Jay, Dave, Conan and The Daily Show. Topical comedy, in this scenario, is seen descending like an iron curtain over territory once held under the sober sway of Rather, Brokaw, Jennings, the Times, and the Associated Press.
43 In fact, the data fail to support this interpretation. There is no indication that viewers of The Tonight Show and the network news comprise mutually exclusive groups. For that matter, C-SPAN ranks higher than late-night in the Pew poll as an alternative source of news, but there have been no articles to date decrying Booknotes TV as a corruption of the body politic. Still the usurper premise is attractive to journalists in that it lets them to apply the ethical standards of their own profession to comedians and then scold the comedians for failing to measure up. It seems unlikely that Dole's lap around the Charlotte Speedway was a matter of common knowledge, so you could assume that the audience indeed "learned" that fact from O'Brien's monologue. But this is not the bit of information upon which the punchline turns. To "get" this joke, audience members did not need prior knowledge of Dole's racing escapade. They would, however, need to know -or believe -a few things prior to hearing the joke:
1. Speedways are similar to highways in that cars are driven on them, but dissimilar in that they are used for racing.
2. Old people, according to a well-established comic stereotype, often drive down the highway unaware that they have left a turn signal blinking.
3. Bob Dole is old.
As this example indicates, joke set-ups can convey new information, but that new information must be related to something the audience already knows or believes in order for the joke to "work." To put it another way, although a joke may trade on both new information (Dole's lap around the speedway) and matters of prior knowledge or belief (Dole is old), the joke-relevant information is necessarily a matter of prior knowledge.
50 Here is a two-part example, involving a different politician, from David Letterman's monologue of September 17, 1996: Al Gore was in New York City today; and it was a wonderful trip, very successful, thanks only to some heads-up work by the Secret Service. Because of their great work, Gore was only mistaken three times by dogs for trees.
Then later in the day [Gore] went up to Grant's tomb. He took a tour to Grant's tomb. I think this was smart. While he was touring Grant's tomb, Al Gore wore a button that read, "just visiting." I think that was an excellent idea. 38 Just as Dole's Charlotte trip is likely to be "news" to much of O'Brien's audience, Letterman viewers might be hearing of Gore's New York visit for the first time when they hear these jokes. In fact, there are two bits of new information here, parceled out over two set-ups: (1) Gore visited New York City today, and (2) he went to Grant's tomb. But the joke-relevant information crucial for both is the same, and it is a matter of prior audience knowledge: "Gore = stiff," just as "Dole = old."
51 Stand-up comedy is an extremely austere form of communication. This is particularly true of the variety practiced by late-night hosts in the Carson mold, which is almost Kabuki-like in its formal rigidity. Factor in the strictures of commercial television, including the imperative to maintain "nonpartisan" balance; and the scope of late-night comedy's influence is, at best, severely circumscribed. While it may reinforce anti-political cynicism, however, it can hardly be accused of inventing this attitude, which has been a salient feature of the American ethos since Artemus Ward was a pup. Like this Civil War progenitor, the late-night comics communicate a covert contempt for the notion of representative democracy's viability. This sentiment might disturb the audience, were it not for the cheerful way in which it is delivered.
Make Room for Satire?
52 As if in response to the Pew poll, the Annenberg Public Policy Center conducted a survey in 2004 that found the late-night comedy audience to be better-informed than those who rely on cable reports, network newscasts, or even daily newspapers as their primary sources of information. Again there is no reason to believe these audiences are mutually exclusive, but the Annenberg results do call into question the usurper notion that the public's information needs are necessarily ill-served by topical comedy.
53 The smartest group, as determined by a current-events quiz, were regular viewers of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart. 39 This should come as no surprise to those who watch the show. Stewart and company take full advantage of comedy's imperative to make judgments and draw conclusions. To cite one example, when Dick Cheney told MSNBC's Gloria Borger that he had "never said" that the connection between Saddam Hussein's government and al Qaeda had been "pretty well confirmed" it was left to the fake-news organization to roll the tape of Cheney saying exactly that. 40 54 Because it does not shrink from passing judgment, The Daily Show can go beyond journalism in satisfying the audience thirst for "truth" -or conclusions, at least. It also has important advantages over traditional late-night shows in the network mode. First is its format: the news-parody genre, unlike stand-up, allows for lengthy and complex setups. Stewart can, and often does, introduce substantive new information at some length, enabling him to use it in a "joke-relevant" way, as with the Cheney episode.
The second advantage is a by-product of "narrowcasting" on cable TV. Co-executive producer Ben Karlin has said that The Daily Show has a "boutique" audience -averaging around a million viewers -by contrast with department-store audience for Leno at six million and Letterman at a little under five million. 41 Freed from the legacy of broadcasting's "lowest common denominator" paradigm, The Daily Show can afford to flirt with complexity. The restraints of "objectivity" are similarly loosened: Stewart seems to worry less than Leno about "losing half the crowd," since he starts with far less than half of Leno's overall number.
55 Perhaps The Daily Show is at the vanguard of a new wave of politically engaged comedy. I think we need it. The boat has tipped, but our political leaders are back on shore, high and dry. We're the ones who have to sink or swim. Laughter can't save us; but if engaged and outraged rather than safe and cynical, it might keep us afloat long enough for us to rescue ourselves. 
